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 One of 97 Gur languages 
 Togo, West Africa 
 1 million speakers 
 1932: First written form 
 1980s: Orthography standardisation 
 2000-2010: collaboration with CLNK 



 Two level tones (H, L) 
 Automatic and non-automatic downstep 
 Tonal processes 
 Grammatical tone 
 Lexical tonal 
 Zero tone marking in the orthography 



 Linguistic analysis 
 Spelling proposal 
 Quantitative experiment 













 Aorist 
 Bound perfective 
 Prohibitive 
 Negative perfective 
 Distant imperative 
 Distant negative perfective  



 84 participants 
 Able to read standard orthography 
 3 groups x 28 

 MORPHOGRAPHIC – superscript final letters 
symbolizing morphophonology 

 TONOGRAPHIC – diacritics symbolizing tones 
 CONTROL – standard orthography 



 Tonographic: binary contrast (H, L) 
 Morphographic: binary contrast (w, b) 



 9 hours spread over 2 weeks 
 2 content lessons 
 7 review lessons  
 14 semantically unrelated sentences each 

containing one ambiguous verb.  
 Oral reading practice: individually, in pairs, 

chorally. 
 Language of instruction = Kabiye 



 Pre-test (Standard orthography) 
 Post-test (acquired skills) 
 14 semantically unrelated sentences each 

containing one ambiguous verb. 
 Oral reading speed 
 Accuracy 



  Gain: 
 Difference between participant’s pre- and post- test 
scores 

  Relative gain: 
 % improvement relative to baseline skill (mean gain ÷ 
pre-test score x 100) 

  Absolute gain: 
 % improvement relative to task completed, i.e., 
reading 14 verbs in sentence contexts (mean gain ÷ 
14 x 100)  



 Oral reading speed 
 Mean 41.9 wpm 
 Standard deviation 15.4 
 Slower than US grade 1 (Johns & Berglund 2002) 

 Oral reading accuracy 
 Mean 38% 
 Accuracy < 90% = ‘frustration level’ (Barr et al. 
1995)  

 Only measured tone on focal verb roots 
   



 All three groups improve - practice effect. 
 Morphographic and Control - similar scores. 
 Tonographic lags behind: may have experienced 

interference from presence of diacritics (but not 
statistically significant). 



  All three groups improve - practice effect. 
  MORPHOGRAPHIC - greatest improvement. Benefitted 

from regular practice and superscript silent letters. 
  TONOGRAPHIC - virtually identical relative gains as 

CONTROL. Benefitted only from regular practice, not 
from diacritics. 



 PRE-TEST SPEED: those who read slower in the 
pre-test improve most. 

 PRE-TEST ACCURACY: those who read less 
accurately in the pre-test improve most. 



 <b, w> are complex characters containing 
angles and joints, straight lines and curves. 

 Diacritics differ from their absence only by a 
minimal stroke, and from each other only by 
their orientation. 

 So diacritics are more easily confused, and 
more easily ignored. 



 Kabiye readers are apparently more 
intuitively aware of the morphological 
structure of their language than they are of 
its tone system. 



 Need for a longitudinal study: “Do tonal 
disfluencies in the oral reading of an 
orthography that marks zero tone decrease 
with regular, intensive practice?”   



When developing a tone orthography… 

 Look for creative solutions in the segmental 
tier. 

 Deal with complete lexical and grammatical 
paradigms to avoid collateral damage. 

 Be open to the possibility of representing 
meaning as well as sound. 



 Professional website: www.nyiniyu.com 
 E-mail: rbrdvd[at]gmail.com  
 Download this talk from:  

https://sil.academia.edu/DavidRoberts/Conference-Presentations 


